This article aimes to find the rationality on the regulation of village government function on the first-time land registration. Negative publication system in Indonesia Agrarian law leads to the uncertainty of land ownership which results in conflicts. A strong optimization on the function of Village Government on land registration is necessary. This study employed a normative approach. Communal regime-based natural resources management becomes the basis of the rationality of Village Government' function strengthening on the land registration.
Introduction
There is different orientation between the UUPA (Basic Agrarian law) and the PP (Government Regulation) no. 24 of 1997 on the land registration. On the one hand,publication system adopted by section 19 of UUPA leads to conflicts. On the other hand, principles of safety and positive system adhered by the PP no. 24 of 1994 are expected to form a law certainty. Negative system on land registration leads to the ownership uncertainty. It leads to disputes on the land registration in Indonesia.
Some problems on the land registration that leads to a conflict of course damage the rightful owner. This paper intends to strengthen the function of Village Government to overcome the weaknesses of negative publication system to give legal certainty of the land registration.
Based on the descriptions as mentioned earlier, the researchers intend to research "The
Rationality of the Regulation of the Function of the Village Government on the First-Time Land Registration to Form the Land Ownership Certainty in Indonesia."

Methodology
This was anormative legal research. The nature of this legal research was perspective and applied. The approaches employed in the legal research is constitutional approach and conceptual approach. The data were collected through literature study and were deducted by using syllogism.
Discussion Negative Publication System and Landownership Uncertainty in Indonesia
The primary problem with the land registration is how it can warrant legal certainty for the holder of the right. The warranty of legal certainty on the landholder' right depends on the system being used for the land registration. 2 The land registration system used by UUPA and PP no. 24 of 1997 is negative but positive-tended publication system. The system is not purely negative, and it contains consequences. The government as the organizer of the land registration shall be able to present the correct data in the land book and registration map as long as possible. However, the system is not the positive ones. In the positive system, the truth of the presented data is secured and is not only as strong evidentiary instrument.
3 This is outlined in Article 19 paragraph 2 item c UUPA which states that registration covers" the issue of certificates of rights on land, which will be valid as strong evidence". Moreover, on article 23,32, and 38 of UUPA states that "The registration constitutes as strong evidence". Strong does not mean absolute, in other words, registration does not strengthen the proof of ownership. The registered holder is not protected by law and can be sued as it is explained in the description of PP no.10 of 1961.
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"Certificate is valid as a strong evidentiary instrument" is as long as it cannot be proven otherwise. The physical and the juridical data set out on the Survey document and the land book shall be accepted as correct data. Thus, the physical and juridical data set out on the certificate shall be under the data set out on the holder's Survey document and Land book (Boedi Harsono., 1999: 464) .
5
However in article 32 paragraph 2 of PP 1997, it is stated that "In the case of a land parcel for which a certificate has been legally issued on behalf of a certain individual or a corporate body that has acquired the land parcel in question in good faith and has in reality been possessing it, any other parties which think they have rights thereon can no longer claim for these rights in the case where, within five (5) years following the issuance of the said certificate, they never raised their objections in writing to the holder of the certificate and to the Head of the relevant Land Office and never filed a lawsuit with the court over the possession of the land parcel in question or the issuance of the said certificate". It means that since the issuance of the certificate until 5 years following the issuance of the said certificate, the holders of the right of the land may lose their right if other parties can prove otherwise.
From the description above, there are many weaknesses since in the negative but positive-tended publication system the result is inaccurate and there is no state warranty. Certificate means strong evidentiary instrument as long as there is no third party's claims/ proofs. It means that information contained within it possess a legal force and shall be accepted as correct information as long as there are no evidentiary instruments that prove otherwise. 6 In this system, the government passively accept what is being stated by the registrant. Consequently, it can be claimed by other parties who believe they reserve the right over the land anytime.
Therefore, the role of Village Government as the institution who knows the field condition is needed to actively participate in the land registration during the first-time land registration on the Land Registry Office at the Regency level. The basis of the duty assigning to the Village Government is:
 Article 33 paragraph (3) of UUD 1945 (the 1945 Constitution) states that "the land, the waters and the natural resources within shall be under the powers of the State and shall be used to the greatest benefit of the people". The powers are then delegated to the regional government as article 18 paragraph (1) e. Central government' event programs, provincial government event programs, or the Government District/ City event programs which have been assigned and managed by village; and f. Village-scale local authority that has been regulated by the constitution of authority division of central government, the provincial government, and the regional government of regency/district. e. the population registry of the agricultural-sector and non-agricultural sector workers;
f. the population registry based on the working age, labor force, job seeker, and labor force participation level;
g. the registry of the working population whose age is 15 years old and above by working types, working fields, and working status; (1), (2), and (3) (1) Application, as meant in article 73 paragraph (2) item c, shall be along with original document states that the applicant holds the right as meant in article 24 paragraph (1) item g of PP no. 24 of 1997, namely:
g. right transfer deed made underhand that is signed by the village chief, Adat Chief which is made before the time of enactment of this Government Regulation with the inclusion of the basis of the right being transferred, or (2) If the proof of ownership over the land parcel as meant in paragraph (1) is incomplete or not exist, the proof of ownership over the land parcel can be made by the statement written by the applicant and statement of at least 2 (two) witnesses from the community who do not have consanguinity within the second civil degree with the applicant horizontally or vertically, which state that the applicant is the rightful owner of that land parcel.
(3) in case that the proof of the land parcel ownership as meant in paragraph (1) and (2) is not exist, the application shall be accompanied by:
a. a statement letter from the applicant that states:
1) that the land parcel in question has been physically possessed for twenty (20) consecutive years or more by the person applying for the registration of the right in question and his/ her predecessors;
2) that the land possession has been done in good will;
3) that the land possession has never been accused and it is deemed and is condoned by the village community; 4) that the land parcels are not under dispute; 5) that if the statement contains the thing that is not in accordance with the fact, the signer is willing to be accused in front of The Judges either civil or criminal for giving false information;
b. the statement of Village chief and at least 2 (two) witnesses who is reliable for their functions are as the elders and/ or resident who have domiciled for a long time in the village where the land parcel is located and not having consanguinity with the applicant within the second civil degree both horizontally or vertically, which warrant that the applicant' statement in the statement letter, in accordance with the form in appendix 14.
Based on the explanation above, the village government shall be involved to the maximal extent, deeper and clearer in the first-time land registration to minimize conflicts.
The overlapping and double certificate indicate that the involvement of the village government is less powerful. However, the village government' involvement on the first-time land registration shall also be noticed on the violation done by the village government themselves. A case occurs in Bancangan village of Ponorogo regency. The problem in Bancangan village begins when Misrati, the owner of 1400 m 2 land parcel with Letter C book no. 1338 parcel 35b. Class DIII does not think she sells her land parcel, while in fact, there have been issued an SHM no. 288 on behalf of Drs. Fahrurrozie. Even, there has been an application for a dispute between Misrati and Drs. Fahrurrozie in the Ponorogo District Court with no. of register 33/Pdt.G/2014/PN.Png. The root of this problem is that the Village Chief falsifies the sales and purchase receipt as if Misrati has sold the land to Drs. Fahrurrozie. Because of this dispute, Misrati as the rightful owner of that land parcel gets many losses.
Learning from that case, it is important to improve the land registration in Indonesia. The first thing shall be improved is the land registration system, by still using the negative system with a strengthened role of village government. Besides, National Land Agency through Regional Land registry office shall administer the land registration based on safe principle, strengthen the human resources qualitative and quantitatively, and observe the land registration materially. It is important since all the time, the evidentiary power accepted by The Land Registry Office done formally without knowing the physical validity. More harmonious and continuous relation between Land Registry Office and Village Government in the land registration is important. More broadly, the relation between Land Affairs Office and the Village Government shall be accompanied by particular attempts to warrant the legal certainty of land registration. Attempts can be made through Community-based land management that includes: a. Improving the Village government understanding about their position in the land registration and providing the human resources for the administration of land management through training programs; b. Socialization towards the Village Government and the community related to the importance of the land registration, and the domicile of Village government in the first-time land registration; c. It is necessary to do periodical supervision towards the physical data and juridical data at the village level;
d. It is necessary to have specific regulation about technical instruction for Village government in issuing the letter as the preliminary evidence of land registration and about the village authority in the land registration. Socialization of village administration order. Village administration order is important since to date there are many problems begin because Letter C book is lost/ is not found, so the data of the land parcel is not clear. Whereas, the availability of land parcel data can be used for:
• The identification of ownership, possession, and border in the field;
• The identification of land parcel related to RTRW and rice field zoning;
• The identification of Taxable object-PBB;
• The identification of location permits, planned land provision;
For residential housing, conservation etc;
• The service of the statement of the right over the land parcel (committee A), location permit;
Land provision etc.
e. Regulation, arrangement, and problem solving of possession and use of land parcel to the space function in accordance with the spatial planning plan;
f. The improvement of current regulation is necessary. A regulation will be equitable if it is directed to the Communal regime. Communal regime happens when resources are possessed by the clearlyidentified community and it can regulate and prohibit outsiders to use the resources. Regulation related to TGT program, regional retribution and tax bodies in the land service (data) is important to be manifested;
The attempt mentioned above is one of the good land management in the village level; however, the participation of all landowners and land parcel-basis village administration are important to be intensified.
The domicile of Village Government on the first-time land registration is needed since it is related to the legal certainty and justice for the owner. Village government as the party who legalizes and who is aware of the documents of preliminary evidence in the first-time land registration shall be careful in issuing the preliminary evidentiary instruments in the first-time land registration 7 . The attempts above are important to be manifested to warrant the legal certainty.
Conclusion
Negative publication system on Indonesia Agrarian law leads to the uncertainty of the land ownership which results in conflicts. A strong optimization towards the function of Village Government in the land registration is necessary. This is in line with the theory of communal-based natural resource management.
